
 

 
 
Women in FinTech 
 
Source: https://make-rhein-main.de/2019/frauen-fintech-unconscious-bias/ 
 
March 7, 2019 - Leitha Matz, COO at Zuper - the native American is one of the few C-level                   
women in German FinTechs. She is involved with "Mind the Gap" for equal rights. 
 
In German stock exchange companies, more men are called Thomas than there are women.              
At Zalando, the female target quota is 0 percent, which is why there are now five instead of                  
three men occupying the boardroom. At Engel and Völkers, men talk about women but do               
not act. Does it still need a World Women's Day? We talked to a successful woman in the                  
field who is not just a quota, but a committed entrepreneur in the men's domain Fintech:                
Leitha Matz, COO at Fintech company Zuper in Munich. She lives in Berlin, where today's               
World Women's Day is a holiday. 
 
MRM: If most men love women, how could "Women in Fintech" become a topic at all? 
 
LM: Most people think that there is no equality problem. But if you look at the facts, it looks                   
different: for example, that women represent about half the population, but at the same              
time in this important area [ie, Fintech. A.d.Red.] Are completely under-represented.           
Likewise, women live significantly longer than men, but at the end of an active working life,                
they receive lower pensions, have fewer investments and lower salaries. In Germany, the             
difference in pay for equal work is 21 percent. Here it becomes clear that the power                
relations are unequal and women have a weaker lobby. 
 
MRM: Can you give us everyday examples from your experience of how men and women               
are treated differently in Fintechs? 
 
LM: Aside from the fact that there are basically subconscious premonitions in the financial              
world, fintechs are also just startups - and generally more men than women are involved in                
the startup scene. Research from the Harvard Business Review has shown that women             
entrepreneurs have to answer other and more challenging questions from lenders. In            
addition, they have bigger problems securing financing. The study also showed that only 15              
percent of companies that could raise venture capital has a wife on the leadership team; less                
than three percent have a CEO. The problems are not limited to Fintech, but women are                
probably even rarer in Fintech than in startups in general. 
 
MRM: How can women actively make a difference here? 
 
LM: I believe that legislation that encourages companies to report salaries publicly and             
transparently can open many people's eyes. In the UK, the publication of the Pay Gaps has                
triggered a nationwide discussion on equality and equity. In addition, the "Mind the Gap"              
initiative is a good introduction to the topic - we focus on education, inspiration, and               
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qualification. Just the discussion about these topics can lead to the reflection and evaluation              
of bias and prejudice. 
 
MRM: What are small or large indicators of discrimination that men and women need to               
be alerted to? 
 
LM: We all have unconscious biases and blind spots - that you just have to recognize and                 
admit to yourself. There are also online tests that help you to understand your own               
unconscious attitude, such as the academic project Implicit. But there are also organizations             
and events where you can observe who is the most public speaker and who makes the most                 
decisions. If only a few who are very similar dominate the discourse, then this could be a                 
case of group thinking. Vibrant, eclectic, and respectful discussions are good for Fintech             
products - and for society as a whole. 
 
MRM: How can fintech companies and their products benefit from more women in the              
team? 
 
LM: Some people say that women and men approach financial matters in the same way. I                
see it differently: almost all the women I talk to say that investment, financial management,               
or long-term hedging are somehow "not for them". I firmly believe that diverse perspectives              
in the team help to create better products. In my Fintech company Zuper we are an                
international team with more than 40 percent women and over 60 percent of parents. We               
are stronger through our diverse experiences and perspectives. 
 
MRM: How are you celebrating today's World Women's Day? 
 
LM: In any case, I will raise a glass to the progress that has been made by the women's                   
movement - although the World Economic Forum recently said that it could take another              
202 years before we live in an equal society. Therefore, I will probably do something for                
Zuper and create more "Mind the Gap" sessions. If you're really burning for something,              
you're never really done. 
 
MRM: Thank you for the interview! 
 
Women's networks and more 
 
Leitha is very committed to "Women in FinTech", a topic that is also explosive for us in the                  
region around the financial metropolis. She has started the MeetUp Mind The Gap with other               
women. A similar project in Frankfurt unfortunately failed. Maybe Leitha's interview will give             
you the courage to start over? 
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